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Cylindrical algebraic decomposition requires many very time consuming operations,
including resultant computation, polynomial factorization, algebraic polynomial gcd
computation and polynomial real root isolation. We show how the time for algebraic
polynomial real root isolation can be greatly reduced by using interval arithmetic instead
of exact computation. This substantially reduces the overall time for cylindrical algebraic
decomposition.
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1. Introduction
Cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD) (Collins, 1975; Caviness and Johnson, 1998)
requires many very time consuming operations. These include resultant computation,
polynomial factorization, algebraic polynomial gcd computation and isolation of the real
roots of polynomials. Heretofore these operations have all been performed using exact
integer arithmetic. In this paper we show that the root isolation can, almost always,
be performed instead with interval arithmetic, drastically reducing the time for this
operation.
In Section 2 we sketch the CAD method in order to show the role of root isolation,
which occurs in the stack construction phase. This reveals that the problem is not just
the isolation of the real roots of a single polynomial, but the isolation of all the real roots
of a squarefree basis of algebraic polynomials.
In Section 3 we describe the process of algebraic polynomial basis real root isolation
using the Descartes method (Collins and Akritas, 1976) and isolating interval refinement
by bisection and evaluation, using exact arithmetic throughout. This includes description
of the data representations that are used and the method of sign determination for
algebraic numbers.
In Section 4 we describe the use of floating point interval arithmetic to perform alge-
braic polynomial basis real root isolation. We first attempt to do this with double pre-
cision hardware floating point arithmetic (Johnson and Krandick, 1997), which may fail
due to either exponent limitation or mantissa limitation. When it fails we switch to a
system of software floating point arithmetic with arbitrarily specified precision p, the
number of words in the mantissa. We begin with precision 2 and repeatedly increase the
precision until success is achieved or, since all precisions may fail in exceptional cases,
until p exceeds some prescribed bound.
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In Section 5 we exhibit the performance of the floating point interval arithmetic method
vs. the exact method in example applications. As examples we use the Solotareff approx-
imation problem of degree 4 and the problem of computing the real solutions of a system
of three polynomial equations in three variables.
2. Overview of CAD Construction
We shall be describing a program called qepcad (quantifier elimination by partial
CAD). The original version of this program was written by Hoon Hong in 1990-91 and
has subsequently been improved by several other persons, namely Christopher W. Brown,
Mark J. Encarnacio´n, Scott McCallum, and the authors of this paper. The program is
based upon the SACLIB library of computer algebra programs (Collins et al., 1993).
qepcad takes as input a formula in r variables, along with a specified ordering of
these variables. In the following we will suppose that these variables, in their specified
order, are x1, . . . , xr. This formula has the form of a Boolean combination of atomic
formulae, each of which is of the form A(x1, . . . , xr) = 0 or A(x1, . . . , xr) > 0, where
each A(x1, . . . , xr) is an integral polynomial, that is, one with integer coefficients. This
formula is possibly preceded by quantifiers in the variables xk+1, . . . , xr, in that order.
These are the variables that are to be eliminated, producing an equivalent formula in
x1, . . . , xk.
The first phase of the computation is called the normalization phase. This phase factors
each of the polynomials in the input formula into irreducible polynomials and produces
an equivalent formula, with the same quantifiers, involving only these irreducible factors.
These irreducible polynomials are extracted, constituting a set A.
The second phase is the projection phase. We need not go into the details of this phase.
It produces a sequence of sets of polynomials Ar,Ar−1, . . . ,A1. The members of Ai are
irreducible polynomials in x1, . . . , xi, are of positive degree in xi, and are called the level
i projection factors. They are usually computed with the McCallum projection method
(McCallum, 1998) which involves computing resultants and discriminants.
The third phase, the stack construction phase, is the focus of this paper. The projection
factors from phase 2 determine a CAD of Rr into cells, in each of which each projection
factor has invariant sign. However, due to the innovation of Collins and Hong (1991) we
no longer compute this decomposition but instead a coarser CAD having the weaker but
sufficient property that in each cell the input formula has invariant truth value.
We first compute a CAD of R, using the level 1 projection factors. Then for i =
2, 3, . . . , r we use the level i projection factors (and the input formula) to compute a CAD
of Ri. The cells of the CAD of Ri−1 are the bases of cylinders in Ri. Each such cylinder
is decomposed into a stack consisting of sections and sectors. R is itself regarded as a
cylinder. Its sections are the one-point sets consisting of the real roots of the univariate
level 1 projection factors. The sectors are the open intervals between consecutive roots
and the semi-infinite intervals preceding and following all of the roots. If there are no real
roots then the entire real line is a sector. Note that since the level 1 projection factors
are irreducible they have no common roots.
The roots of the univariate projection factors are algebraic numbers. SACLIB and
qepcad use two different representations of algebraic numbers, an absolute representation
and a relative representation. The absolute representation of an algebraic number α
consists of the unique univariate primitive irreducible integral polynomial A(x) with
positive leading coefficient having α as a root, called the integral minimal polynomial
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of α, and an isolating interval I for α as a root of A(x). I is a finite interval with rational
endpoints containing α, but no other root of A(x). The relative representation of an
algebraic number β represents β as an element of some algebraic number field Q(α).
If A(x) is the integral minimal polynomial of α and deg(A) = n then β = B(α) for a
unique polynomial B(x) in Q[x] with deg(B) < n. If B 6= 0 then there exists uniquely a
rational number b and a primitive integral polynomial B¯ with positive leading coefficient
such that B = b · B¯. The relative representation of β consists of b and B¯, which are used
instead of B in order to minimize the use of rational number arithmetic in computations,
which is costly because of the integer gcd computations that are involved.
Construction of a CAD entails assigning to each cell an index and a sample point. The
index of a cell is like an address that locates it relative to other cells. The index of a cell
in Ri is an i-tuple of positive integers. In R the jth cell has index (j), where the cells
are ordered by the “<” relation. In Ri+1 the jth cell in the stack whose base has index
(k1, . . . , ki) has index (k1, . . . , ki, j). The sample point of any cell is a point belonging
to the cell. In R the sections are one-point cells whose sample points are therefore those
unique points, algebraic numbers that are usually irrational. The sample points of the
sectors are somewhat arbitrarily chosen rational numbers. In the following we will discuss
selection of sample points in Ri, i > 1.
Suppose that (α1, . . . , αi) is the sample point of a cell c in Ri. We now wish to construct
the stack having c as its base. Let Aj(x1, . . . , xi+1), 1 ≤ j ≤ h be the level i+1 projection
factors. We have a primitive element α such that Q(α) = Q(α1, . . . , αi) with α in absolute
representation and each αl in relative representation as an element of Q(α). We substitute
each αl for xl in each Aj , obtaining univariate polynomials A˜j(xi+1) over Q(α). We
then compute a squarefree basis for these polynomials. This is a set of polynomials
B1, . . . , Bm such that each Bt is squarefree and is a divisor of some A˜j , any two Bt’s
are relatively prime, and each A˜j is a power product of the Bt’s. The squarefree basis
is computed by a process of algebraic polynomial gcd computation using the method of
Encarnacio´n (1995).
Next we isolate the real roots of this squarefree basis of algebraic polynomials, the
subject of this paper. The method used is to separately isolate the roots of each basis
polynomial and then combine all the isolating intervals. But an isolating interval for one
of the basis polynomials may overlap an isolating interval of another basis polynomial.
Then we bisect the longer of the two intervals and retain the half that contains the
isolated root. Repeating this process sufficiently many times will eventually produce two
isolating intervals that are disjoint. In Section 3 we describe how exact arithmetic has
been used for isolation and interval refinement. Then in Section 4 we describe how we
now instead use floating point interval arithmetic.
The real roots of these basis polynomials define the sections of the stack that we
are computing and the sectors are the regions (which are open connected sets) between
consecutive sections, or preceding all sections, or following all sections. Let d be any cell
in this stack. The first i coordinates of its sample point are the corresponding coordinates
of c. If d is a section, the last coordinate is the basis polynomial real root that corresponds
to the section. If d is a sector the last coordinate is a selected rational number between
the last coordinates for the adjacent sections (or less than that for the first section, or
greater than that for the last section).
There is more to CAD computation and quantifier elimination that need not be dis-
cussed in this paper. For example, each cell in the decomposition of Rk, the space of the
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free variables, must be assigned a truth value. This is also carried out during the stack
construction phase. Following the stack construction phase comes the final phase, the
solution formula construction phase, which attempts to construct a simple quantifier-
free formula with desirable properties that is equivalent to the input formula. The latest
work on this problem is due to Brown (1999).
3. Basis Real Root Isolation—Exact Arithmetic
Let A be an element of a squarefree basis of univariate polynomials. We determine an
interval that is known to contain all real roots of A. Then we apply a recursive inter-
val bisection procedure, the Descartes method (Collins and Akritas, 1976), to compute
isolating intervals for A. We do this for every basis polynomial. The resulting isolating
intervals are refined by further bisection until they are pairwise disjoint.
Both root isolation and refinement are particularly efficient if they operate on certain
intervals we call “standard”. We obtain standard intervals by starting with a standard
interval and bisecting always at the midpoint.
Definition 3.1. A binary rational number is a rational number of the form a2k where
a and k are integers. A standard interval is either a one-point interval {a} where a is a
binary rational number, or an open interval with binary rational endpoints of the form
(c2k, (c+ 1)2k) where c and k are integers.
3.1. root isolation
Our implementation of the Descartes method exploits the fact that standard inter-
vals can be transformed onto the interval (0, 1) using only shifts and integer arithmetic.
Indeed, the interval I = (c2k, (c + 1)2k) can be transformed onto (0, 1) through multi-
plication by 2−k and subtraction of c. Under this bijective mapping, the roots of any
polynomial B(x) in I correspond to the roots of the polynomial C = Tc(Hk(B)) in (0, 1)
where Hk is the binary homothetic transformation which maps B(x) to B(x) = B(2kx),
and Tc is the Taylor shift which maps B(x) to C(x) = B(x+ c). The roots of C in (0, 1)
correspond, in turn, to the roots of D = T1(R(C)) in (0,∞) where R is the reciprocal
transformation which transforms the polynomial C into the polynomial C(x) = xnC(1/x)
where n is the degree of C. By Descartes’ rule, finally, the polynomial D has no roots in
(0,∞) if the coefficient sequence of D has no sign variations and exactly one root if there
is exactly one sign variation; sign variations are counted after zeros are omitted from
the coefficient sequence. The roots of C do not change if B is multiplied by a non-zero
constant before Tc is applied. So, if B is an integral polynomial and k is negative, we
multiply B by a power of 2 that makes the result integral and not divisible by 2; if k is
positive, we divide by a power of 2 that makes the result non-divisible by 2.
The interval bisection process performed by the Descartes method can be represented
by a binary tree where each node has an associated interval and an associated polynomial.
The interval associated with the root of the search tree is a standard interval of the form
(0, 2k) where 2k is a root bound for the original polynomial A. The polynomial associated
with the root of the search tree is A = Hk(A). Descartes’ rule applied to T1(R(A))
determines either that A has no roots in (0, 2k), or that it has exactly one root in (0, 2k),
or that the bisection process needs to be continued. To proceed from one node of the
tree to its children, the method transforms the polynomial B of the parent node into
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the polynomial B1(x) = H−1B(x) of the left child. The polynomial of the right child is
obtained by a Taylor shift, B2 = T1(B1). The intervals associated with the left and right
child are the left and right halves, respectively, of the interval associated with the parent.
Descartes’ rule is applied to each of the polynomials T1(R(B1(x))) and T1(R(B2(x))).
Eventually, isolating intervals for the positive roots of A are found. The negative roots
of A are isolated as the positive roots of A(−x).
The Taylor shift T1 requires only additions in the coefficient domain; the binary homo-
thetic transformation H−1 consists of multiplying the coefficients by powers of 2; the
reciprocal transformation R, finally, is just an inversion of the coefficient sequence. It is
clear how these operations are performed when the coefficients are elements of Q(α) in
relative representation.
The sign of a non-zero real algebraic number is obtained from its relative representation
by the following non-trivial computation. Let (b,B) be the relative representation of
β ∈ Q(α). Then b is a rational number and B is a primitive integral polynomial such
that β = B(α) where B = b · B. Let A(x) be the integral minimal polynomial of α and
let I be an isolating interval for α as a root of A. The interval I is refined by bisection
until the refined interval J does not contain any roots of B. Then the sign of β can
be computed as the product of the signs of b and B(c) where c is an arbitrary rational
number in J . To test whether an interval contains a root of B, Descartes’ rule is applied
to a transform of B as explained at the beginning of this section. If the transform has
no variations, the interval contains no roots; otherwise, the bisection continues.
3.2. refinement
After isolating the real roots of each basis polynomial we transform the lists of disjoint
isolating intervals into a single list of disjoint isolating intervals. To do this we merge two
lists into one until only one list is left; to merge two lists we refine pairs of overlapping
intervals.
As long as two standard isolating intervals of different lengths overlap we refine the
longer interval by bisecting at the midpoint. When two overlapping standard intervals
have the same length they are, in fact, equal. In this case, we refine each interval once—
by bisecting at the midpoint. We terminate the procedure as soon as the refined intervals
are disjoint.
Definition 3.2. Let A be a squarefree polynomial, let α be a root of A, and let I be
an isolating interval for α. Then the trend of I is the sign of A immediately to the right
of α.
In our situation, trends are easily computed. The polynomial A is squarefree, and we
have isolating intervals I1 < · · · < Im for all its real roots. If n is the degree of A and s
is the sign of the leading coefficient, the trend of I1 is s if n is odd, and −s otherwise.
The trend alternates from one interval to the next. When an interval is refined the trend
stays the same.
When the trend of an isolating interval is known, each interval bisection requires just
one polynomial sign evaluation. Indeed, if the sign at the bisection point equals the trend,
the root is to the left of the bisection point; if the sign is zero, the root is the bisection
point, and otherwise the root is to the right of the bisection point.
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4. Basis Real Root Isolation—Floating Point Arithmetic
When exact integer arithmetic is used to isolate the real roots of a squarefree basis
of algebraic polynomials, the most time-consuming polynomial transformations are the
Taylor shifts Tc that occur in sign determination of algebraic numbers; also the Taylor
shifts T1 in the remainder of the Descartes method are expensive.
We present a method that avoids the Taylor shifts Tc completely and substantially
reduces the computing time of the Taylor shifts T1 and the homothetic transformations.
The method uses interval arithmetic with floating point operations on the endpoints. Also
real root refinement is sped up by using interval arithmetic. We assume the reader has
a rudimentary acquaintance with interval arithmetic; otherwise he might, for example,
consult the paper by Hickey et al. (2001).
The floating point computations almost always supply isolating intervals for the basis;
there are, however, cases where they could terminate with a failure indication and exact
integer computations would need to be used. The validated method and the exact method
combined form an infallible algorithm.
The inputs to our algorithm are a real algebraic number α, a squarefree basis of poly-
nomials over Q(α), and a precision p. Let α be given by its integral minimal polynomial
A, let n be the degree of A, and let I be the interval that isolates α as a root of A. We
try to isolate the real roots of the basis using floating point computations of precision p.
4.1. conversion of the minimal polynomial
We embed A in a polynomial A with interval coefficients, that is, we embed each
integer coefficient of A in an interval. The interval endpoints are floating point numbers
that have a p-word mantissa and an exponent field of fixed size. Any integer a is either
smaller than the smallest such floating point number, larger than the largest one, equal
to a floating point number, or strictly in-between two consecutive floating point numbers.
We compute a floating point interval of minimal width containing a—or determine that
a is outside of the range of floating point numbers; the interval may be open or one-point.
The integer a is represented as a binary number, not necessarily normalized, and
occupies one or more computer words. The floating point numbers have base 2 as well.
We construct one interval endpoint directly from a and the other endpoint from the first.
The mantissa of the first endpoint consists of the leading bits of a; the exponent
records the binary length of a. We want the mantissa to be normalized, so we determine
the number of leading zero bits in the leading word of a; if needed, we shift the leading
words of a to the left. The number of leading zero bits in a word is determined by a
binary search algorithm that compares the word to certain powers of 2; in its last phase,
the algorithm applies a linear search method.
When we compute the first endpoint, we also compute a sticky bit to remember whether
the bits of a that did not become part of the mantissa were, in fact, all zero. The sticky bit
tells us whether the first endpoint represents a exactly. In this case, the second endpoint
is equal to the first; otherwise, the second endpoint is obtained by rounding the first, that
is, by adding 1 in the last place. Which of the endpoints is left and which is right depends
on the sign of a. Since we compute the sticky bit and the length of a, the conversion time
is dominated by the sum of the mantissa length and the length of a.
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4.2. conversion of the primitive element
Let A be the interval polynomial of precision p constructed in Section 4.1. Then A
contains the minimal polynomial A of α. We want to refine the isolating interval I of α
using bisections and polynomial sign evaluations. By Section 3, I is standard; hence the
midpoint a of I is a binary rational number. We convert a to a floating point number a
whose mantissa is so long that the conversion is exact. Then we try to evaluate the sign
of A at a using floating point arithmetic.
Sign evaluation is performed with Horner’s scheme. Using interval arithmetic would
require n interval additions and n interval multiplications, thus 2n floating point additions
and, usually, 2n floating point multiplications. Since only the sign of the result is needed,
we can improve on this. If a > 0, we evaluate A(x) at x = a with rounding directed down,
using only the left endpoint of each coefficient of A. We thereby obtain a lower bound for
the exact value of A(a). If the lower bound is positive then A(a) > 0. If a < 0 we instead
evaluate A(−x) at −a. If the lower bound is negative, then we compute an upper bound
for A(a) in a similar manner, rounding up. If the upper bound is negative then A(a) < 0.
Otherwise the sign determination fails; higher precision is required. By this method we
reduce the average number of additions and multiplications, each, to 3n/2.
The precision needed to represent the binary rational number a exactly as a floating
point number will often be less than p. Hence, we use a multiplication routine that
efficiently multiplies two numbers of different precisions; the product has the greater of
the two precisions.
We continue the bisections and sign evaluations until the interval I is refined to some
small specified width—but at most as far as can be achieved with precision p.
Let I ′ be the refinement of I that we obtain. We embed I ′ in the smallest p-precision
floating point interval I ′′ containing I ′. The endpoints of I ′′ are obtained by rounding
the binary rational endpoints of I ′ outwards. Binary rationals are rounded by rounding
their numerators using the techniques from Section 4.1.
4.3. conversion of the algebraic polynomials
Let B be a polynomial of the squarefree basis. The coefficients of B are of the form
C(α) where C is a rational polynomial represented by a pair (r,D) where r is a rational
number and D is an integral polynomial of degree < n such that C = r ·D.
We embed the coefficients of r·D in floating point intervals as follows. If r is represented
as the quotient of integers s and t, t 6= 0, and if d is an integer coefficient of D, then we
embed sd into an interval and t into an interval that does not contain 0; we form the
quotient of the two intervals to obtain an interval containing rd. By doing this for all the
coefficients we obtain an interval polynomial C containing C.
Let I ′′ be the floating point interval containing α from Section 4.2. By evaluating C
at I ′′ using interval arithmetic we obtain an interval containing C(α). By doing this for
all the coefficients C of B we obtain an interval polynomial B containing B.
4.4. the interval descartes method
Let B be a basis polynomial and let B be the interval polynomial containing B that
was constructed in Section 4.3. We try to isolate the real roots of B by subjecting B
to an interval version of the Descartes method; we perform the Descartes method but
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replace the exact polynomial transformations by the corresponding interval operations.
In this way, the time consuming operations required to compute the sign of an algebraic
number β are replaced by the (trivial) sign computation of an interval containing β.
Since the exact polynomial B is contained in the input polynomial B, any interval
coefficient of any interval transform of B contains the corresponding scalar coefficient
of the corresponding exact transform of B. The Descartes method does not require the
interval coefficients to be particularly narrow—as long as it can decide whether the
number of coefficient sign variations of certain transforms of the input polynomial is > 1,
= 1, or = 0. Sometimes, this decision is possible even in the presence of undefined signs;
indeed, the sequence (+, ?,−) has exactly one sign variation—no matter what sign is
substituted for the undetermined sign in the middle.
If the interval Descartes method can decide all questions about coefficient sign vari-
ations that arise for some input polynomial, it will construct the same search tree as
the exact Descartes method—and produce the same isolating intervals. If the number of
coefficient sign variations cannot be determined at some node, the tree stops growing at
that node.
The search tree built in this way by the interval Descartes method is a subtree of the
tree the exact method would build for any scalar polynomial contained in the input poly-
nomial. In particular, since the input polynomial B contains the squarefree polynomial
B, the interval Descartes method will build a finite tree. More generally, the tree will be
finite whenever at least one coefficient of the input polynomial has non-zero width.
If the interval Descartes method does not completely reveal the true search tree for
B at precision p, one may re-run the computation using a higher precision; there are,
however, input polynomials for which the interval Descartes method does not succeed—
regardless of the precision. Indeed, let α be any real algebraic number in the interval
(0, 1/3) of degree > 1, and let B(y) = (α + 1)y2 + (−2α)y + α. When the algorithm is
called for an interval approximation of B(y), it computes 1 as a bound for the positive
roots and applies the transformation T1R using interval arithmetic. This results in an
interval approximation to the polynomial αy2 + 0y + 1. The sign of the interval coeffi-
cient of y is indeterminate because, for any precision, the interval will contain 0 in its
interior.
The most time consuming polynomial transformations of the interval Descartes method
are the Taylor shifts T1. The computing time for T1 is codominant with n2p since T1 con-
sists of n(n+1)/2 additions of intervals with floating point endpoints of precision p. It is
thus important to use an efficient method (Collins and Krandick, 2000) for floating point
addition. The computing time of a binary homothetic transformation H−1 is codominant
with n since H−1 is performed by decrementing the fixed-size exponents in n floating
point intervals.
4.5. refinement and merge sort
The isolating intervals for the basis polynomials are merged as in exact computation
(Section 3.2). The only difference is that the refinement of overlapping intervals now uses
floating point arithmetic to evaluate the sign of a polynomial at a bisection point. This is
done using the techniques of Section 4.2. If two overlapping intervals cannot be separated
at precision p the algorithm returns with a failure indication.
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4.6. precision management
Sections 4.1– 4.5 describe a method for algebraic polynomial basis real root isolation
that can be applied for various choices of the precision p. For a given polynomial basis
we invoke the method first with hardware provided floating point arithmetic. The double
format of IEEE-754 arithmetic (IEEE, 1985, 1987) provides 53 bits for the mantissa
(including the hidden bit) and an 11-bit field for the exponent. This suffices in many
cases to produce disjoint isolating intervals for all the real roots of the basis. In some
cases, however, the fields provided for the mantissa or the exponent are too short. If
the method fails due to exponent overflow or underflow, we re-start it using software
supported floating point arithmetic with p = 2 computer words for the mantissa (58
bits in our implementation) and a whole word (32 bits) for the exponent field. In other
cases of failure we re-run the method using p = 3 computer words for the mantissa.
For all realistic inputs, a one-word exponent will suffice. If basis root isolation fails for
p mantissa words, we re-run the method with p + 1 mantissa words. As pointed out in
Section 4.4, there are cases where the exact method must be used. In our applications,
such cases did not arise and the maximum required precision was p = 6. So, one may
define, somewhat arbitrarily, the maximum precision that should be employed by the
floating point method as pmax = 10.
4.7. exponent limitation
We use hardware provided floating point arithmetic in such a way that the execution
of our programs remains stable when an exponent field overflows or underflows as a result
of a floating point operation. In these cases, an exception handler raises a global flag, but
the computation continues and returns a result. By checking the global flag, high-level
routines can decide whether the result has been corrupted. After this decision the global
flag is cleared.
We do not provide any similar mechanism for software supported floating point arith-
metic since any exponent arising in practice will fit into one computer word.
5. Examples
To show the effectiveness of our methods in CAD-based quantifier elimination we
use two example applications. The first example is the problem of computing the real
solutions of a system of three polynomial equations in three variables; the second example
is the Solotareff approximation problem of degree 4 (Achieser, 1956). In both examples,
the time to isolate the real roots of all occurring squarefree polynomial bases was reduced
by several orders of magnitude. Hardware IEEE-double precision floating point arithmetic
sufficed for the polynomial system. For Solotareff’s problem, however, several IEEE-
double precision computations failed and it was necessary to use software-based floating
point numbers with up to 6 mantissa words to complete all computations.
All experiments were performed using version 18 of qepcad built with version 2.1 of
SACLIB. All timings were obtained on a SUN4U/400 Ultra-450 with a 400 MHz CPU
and 2GB of memory. SACLIB and qepcad were compiled using version 5.0 of Sun’s
C compiler.
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Table 1. Polynomial equation system computing times (in seconds).
Real Root Isolation Garbage Total
Exact arith. Hardware arith. Software arith. collection time
Old 0.57 0.11 1.26
New 0.005 0.04 0.62
5.1. system of polynomial equations
In this example a partial CAD was constructed in order to determine the real solutions
of a system of three polynomial equations in three variables with each polynomial of total
degree 2 and random 5-bit integer coefficients. Equational constraints (see McCallum,
1999) were used along with the variable ordering (x, y, z). One million computer words
were allocated for list cells and the threshold for data base entries was set at 10 ms. The
input formula was the following:
[−12z2 − 3yz + xz − 27z − 4y2 − 11xy − 5y + 29x2 + 11x− 27 = 0
∧ − 25z2 − 23yz + 23xz + 4z + 2y2 + 7xy + 21y + 4x2 − 15x− 30 = 0
∧ − 14z2 + 27yz − 29xz + 11z + 4y2 − 31xy + 22y − 12x2 − 28x− 9 = 0].
Nine stacks were constructed, consisting of 109 cells. The command d-true was then
used to display the solutions to 10 decimal places. There were two solutions:
(1.4147645223,−6.2194933011, 1.0268880927)
(−0.9142772570, 0.3973629958,−0.4932964552).
Table 1 shows the computing times for this problem when exact arithmetic was used
(“Old”) and again when interval arithmetic was used (“New”). Garbage collection times
are shown because the use of interval arithmetic reduces the use of list storage, and
thereby the time required for garbage collection. Garbage collection time is included
in total computing time, but not in the times for root isolation. In this problem hard-
ware interval arithmetic sufficed for all root isolations. Note that root isolation time was
reduced by a factor of more than 100, and total time was reduced by a factor of slightly
more than 2.
5.2. the solotareff problem
In this example, qepcad was used to solve the Solotareff approximation problem of
degree 4. The general problem, known as Solotareff’s first problem, is to find the best
approximation, in the uniform norm, on the interval [−1,+1], of a polynomial of degree n
by a polynomial of degree n−2 or less. Equivalently, the polynomial to be approximated
can be just the binomial xn + rxn−1. We then seek to obtain each coefficient of the
best approximation as an algebraic function of r. In the case n = 4, we take the best
approximation to be ax2 + bx+ c. Using the definition of best uniform appproximation,
we could then formulate the problem of finding a as a function of r as
(∃b)(∃c)(∀d)(∀e)(∀f)(∀x)(∃y)[−1 ≤ x ∧ x ≤ 1⇒ −1 ≤ y ∧ y ≤ 1
∧((x4 + rx3)− (ax2 + bx+ c))2 ≤ ((y4 + ry3)− (dy2 + ey + f))2].
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However, this problem, with 9 variables, is far too difficult for qepcad. Instead, we
utilize some theorems which can be found in Achieser’s book (Achieser, 1956). By a
theorem of Chebyshev, the unique polynomial P (x) of degree m that is the best uniform
approximation to a continuous function f(x) on a finite interval [a, b] is characterized by
the existence of m+ 2 consecutive points at which |f(x)− P (x)| assumes its maximum
value on the interval, with the sign of f(x) − P (x) alternating. Let P (x) be the best
approximation to xn+rxn−1 on the interval [−1, 1]. Replacing x with−x, and multiplying
by (−1)n, the polynomial (−1)nP (−x) is the best approximation to xn−rxn−1. Therefore
we may assume that r > 0. Achieser shows (with slightly different notation) that for
0 ≤ r ≤ n tan2 pi/2n, the best approximation to xn + rxn−1 is xn + (−1)nrxn−1 −
Tn((−x− r/n)/(1+ r/n)), where Tn(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial cos(n arccosx). For
the case n = 4, this gives us the following:
a = 1 + 1/2r − 5/16r2,
b = 1/2r + 1/4r2 − 1/32r3,
c = −1/8− 1/8r + 1/64r2 + 3/128r3 + 1/2048r4.
For n = 4, n tan2 pi/2n = 4 tan2 pi/8 = 12− 8√2, the least root of x2 − 24x+ 16.
Achieser goes on to show that for r ≥ n tan2 pi/2n, two of the n consecutive extremum
points are −1 and 1. The polynomial xn + rxn−1 − P (x) must be positive at x = 1, and
so, for even n, it must be negative at −1. Let E(x) = x4 + rx3 − ax2 − bx − c. Then
E(1) = −E(−1), from which we obtain c = 1− a. Let the intermediate extremum points
be u and v, u < v. Then E(u) = E(1), from which u4+ru3−au2−bu−c = 1+r−a−b−c.
Simplifying and factoring, (u−1)(u3+ru2+u2−au+ru+u−b−a+r+1) = 0 and clearly
u−1 6= 0. Similarly, from E(v) = E(−1) we obtain v3+rv2−v2−av−rv+v−b+a+r−1 =
0. Let E′(x) = 4x3 + 3rx2 − 2ax − b. Then E′(u) = E′(v) = 0. Also, r − b = E(1) > 0.
This inessential inequality somewhat reduces the CAD computations. Finally, since r is
greater than the least root of x2−24x+16 if and only if either r2−24r+16 < 0 or r > 1,
we have arrived at the following formulation of Solotareff’s first problem for degree 4, for
obtaining a as a function of r.
(∃b)(∃u)(∃v)[[r2 − 24r + 16 < 0 ∨ r > 1]
∧ − 1 < u ∧ u < v ∧ v < 1 ∧ r − b > 0
∧ u3 + ru2 + u2 − au+ ru+ u− b− a+ r + 1 = 0
∧ v3 + rv2 − v2 − av − rv + v − b+ a+ r − 1 = 0
∧ 4u3 + 3ru2 − 2au− b = 0 ∧ 4v3 + 3rv2 − 2av − b = 0].
qepcad was applied to this formula with the variable ordering (r, a, b, u, v), with equa-
tional constraints, and with 4 000 000 words allocated for list cells. The projection phase
of the computation revealed the existence of just one equational constraint polynomial
at level 2, which consisted of seven irreducible factors. By inspection we guessed that
the solution corresponded to just a particular one of these. Using a new extension of
qepcad’s selected-cells-condition command, we directed qepcad to construct stacks in
3-space only over sections of this factor. The correctness of our guess was confirmed by the
solution that was obtained, since we know that best uniform approximations are unique.
Table 2 shows the computing times for this problem, revealing that the time for root
isolations was reduced by a factor of more than 100 and the total time was reduced by 46%.
In this computation there were 206 applications of polynomial basis real root isolation
using hardware IEEE double precision floating point numbers, and the method failed
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Table 2. Solotareff problem, solution for a, computing times in seconds.
Real Root Isolation Garbage Total
Exact arith. Hardware arith. Software arith. collection time
Old 24.5 10.1 66.4
New 0.088 0.139 3.8 35.7
Table 3. Solotareff problem, solution for b, computing times in seconds.
Real Root Isolation Garbage Total
Exact arith. Hardware arith. Software arith. collection time
Old 571 436 3577
New 0.113 0.659 245 2770
in just 13 of these applications. In these 13 cases, software multiprecision floating point
arithmetic of precision 2 was applied, and 3 cases were completed successfully. In the
remaining 10 cases, precision 3 was applied, and 7 cases were completed successfully. In
the remaining 3 cases precision 4 succeeded.
The solution formula produced by qepcad using the command “solution E” is the
following.
r > root1[r2 − 24r + 16]
∧ a = root−1[324a4 + 324r2a3 − 2016a3 + 108r4a2 − 1128r2a2 + 4576a2
+12r6a− 224r4a+ 1392r2a− 4480a− 15r6 + 112r4 − 608r2 + 1600].
The notation root1 in this formula means the first real root (of the argument polyno-
mial) beginning with the smallest, in other words, the smallest real root; likewise, root−1
designates the first real root beginning with the largest, that is, the largest real root. For
every real number r greater than the smallest real root of x2 − 24x+ 16, the coefficient
a, as a function of r, is the largest real root of the displayed polynomial in r and a. We
know already that the coefficient c is simply 1− a.
To compute the coefficient b we called qepcad for the same formula as for a but with
the variable ordering changed to (r, b, a, u, v) and the quantifiers changed to (∃a)(∃u)(∃v);
we allocated 8 000 000 computer words for list cells. Table 3 shows the computing times for
this problem. In this computation there were 154 applications of polynomial basis real root
isolation using hardware floating point basis isolation, and this failed in 17 cases. Of these,
software arithmetic of precision 2 succeeded in 4 cases, precision 3 sufficed for 5 cases,
precision 4 sufficed for 6 cases, and precision 6 was required for the remaining 2 cases.
The following solution formula was obtained.
r > root1[r2 − 24r + 16] ∧ P (r, b) ≤ 0
∧[[Q(r) ≤ 0 ∧ b ≤ root1(P (r, b))] ∨ [Q(r) ≥ 0 ∧ b ≥ root−1(P (r, b))]]
where
P (r, b) = 78732b4 + 8748r3b3 − 291600rb3 + 324r6b2 − 18684r4b2
+403272r2b2 − 1024b2 + 4r9b− 616r7b+ 12692r5b− 246800r3b
+2048rb− 3r10 + 280r8 − 2708r6 + 56332r4 − 1024r2
and
Q(r) = 243r8 − 8532r6 − 15920r4 + 2624r2 − 1024.
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A separate qepcad application with input formula [P (r, b) = 0], taking only 62 ms,
revealed thatQ(r) is a factor of the discriminant of P (r, b), that the discriminant of P (r, b)
has only one positive real root, a root, α, of Q(r) that is approximately 6.0728651867,
and that, for r > 0, P (r, b) has two real roots, which coincide at α. Since the leading
term of P (r, b) is positive, it follows that P (r, b) ≤ 0 ∧ b ≤ root1(P (r, b)) is equivalent
to b = root1(P (r, b)), and likewise P (r, b) ≤ 0 ∧ b ≥ root−1(P (r, b)) is equivalent to
b = root−1(P (r, b)). So b is the first root of P (r, b) for r ≤ α, the second root of P (r, b)
for r > α.
In the computation of b nearly all of the time is taken by less than a dozen of the stack
constructions. These involve a minimal polynomial of degree 36 that has coefficients up
to 395 bits long.
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